
QUESTIONS?
Contact sales@aboutgolf.com or call 800-445-GOLF for more information.

YOUR HOME COURSE
aboutGOLF is dedicated to the integration of technology and golf. All of our designs are custom built for every client. View a rendering before construction 
begins and work closely with our design team to build your own experience. Your home is like no other—customize your aG platform to be equally unique with 
additional courses, games, analytics tools, high-tech features, and more. Improve your game with the latest in entertainment.

STEP 1: PICK YOUR FACILITY

PLATFORM 
FOR THE 
MODERN GOLFER

FLAT SCREEN $40,400+

Ideal for theater integration, our flat screen provides the 
optimal experience for cinema, gaming, and golf. Multi-purpose 
entertainment is taken to new heights with its stunning 4K 
enhanced projection system. The flat screen layout can be 
customized for your business, no matter the size.

CURVE SCREEN $60,250+

Take the aboutGolf experience further with our curve screen 
which wraps around the user to create fully immersed 
environment. 4K enhanced projection and surround sound 
deliver an authentic game play your clients will want to enjoy 
again and again.
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FEATURE GOLFER ENTERTAINMENT
AG PLATFORM

AG LINKS SOFTWARE

SOFTWARE UPDATES

3TRAK FIRMWARE UPDATES

AG LOCKER PLATFORM

PROFILE DATA

SHOT DATA

BASIC SERVICE & SUPPORT

AG GOLF CONTENT

AG GOLF COURSE LIBRARY (72 COURSES)

9 RANGES (FULL & SHORT GAME PRACTICE FACILITIES)

CLUB FITTING SOFTWARE & TOOLS

MICHAEL BREED 360 RANGE

AG ENTERTAINMENT CONTENT

4 UNIQUE BALL STRIKING GAMES $500

COMPETITIVE ON COURSE CHALLENGE GAMES $500

CLASSIC GAMES (CLOSEST TO THE PIN, LONG DRIVE, CUSTOM) $500

ONLINE COMPETE & CONTESTS $500

3 ARCADE MINIGOLF GAMES & SKEEBALL $500

BAR GAMES (DARTS, CORNHOLE, BEER PONG) $500

ANNUAL FEE $3,000 $5,500

INCLUDED WITH 3 YEAR 
SUBSCRIPTION COMMITMENT 
(ANNUAL PAYMENTS)

• $500 ANNUAL HARDWARE 

REFRESH CREDIT 

• REMOTE HEALTH 

MONITORING

• ANNUAL CONSUMABLE CARE 

PACKAGE (4 DOZEN AG GOLF 

BALLS, 2 TEE KITS)

STEP 2: PICK YOUR SUBSCRIPTION

STEP 3: UPGRADE WITH AG ADD-ONS

A/V INTEGRATION 
STANDARD & MEDIA PACKAGE  $5,000

AUTOMATION ONLY PACKAGE  $2,750

CURVE STANDARD PACKAGE $5,000

PERFORMANCE PRODUCTS
1 CAMERA AG FLIX - COLOR W/ 1 BANK OF LIGHTS $3,500

2 CAMERA AG FLIX - COLOR W/ 2 BANKS OF LIGHTS $5,500

3 CAMERA AG FLIX - COLOR W/ 4 BANKS OF LIGHTS $7,900

AG BALANCE PLATE & CORDS (RH OR LH ONLY) $5,000

AG BALANCE PLATES DUAL $9,000
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UNBEATABLE ACCURACY WITH 3TRAK
aboutGOLF Simulators are powered by 3Trak®; aboutGOLF’s patented, three-
dimensional, high-speed camera and tracking system. 3Trak® machine vision 
technology extracts every bit of usable data from dozens of images per shot. It 
provides accurate ball and club data on any type of shot regardless of speed, spin 
or launch angle.  The shot is then replicated in the simulator using advanced flight 
and terrain physics allowing you to see and play the shot as if you were outdoors. 
The result is the most realistic indoor golf experience possible.

AG BALANCE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
aG Balance is the world’s leading golf balance and weight measurement 
system. Using a platform that is hidden under the playing surface, the 
technology independently measures the weight of each foot in real time as 
it shifts during the swing without influencing the golfer’s environment.  This 
technology is used by leading instructors around the world to help the very 
best golfers improve and understand their game.

IMPROVE YOUR SWING WITH AG FLIX 
aG Flix is a world-class video recording system that incorporates up to five 
color or monochrome cameras that simultaneously record your swing. aG Flix 
creates an unparalleled indoor instruction and video environment that does not 
wash out the simulator’s projected image.  Now it is possible to see your shot 
shape and performance indoors while also reviewing high speed quality color 
images of your actual swing.

ANYWHERE, ANYTIME WITH AG LOCKER
Create an online profile where all shots, scorecards, videos, and data are 
automatically uploaded to your private locker in the cloud. Now golfers can 
efficiently use their time on the simulator to practice and analyze their data 
anywhere, anytime on the aG Locker app. Online lockers can even be used by 
instructors to remotely review progress and provide guidance. 
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